Governing coordination: behavioural principles and neural correlates.
The coordination of movement is governed by a coalition of constraints. The expression of these constraints ranges from the concrete--the restricted range of motion offered by the mechanical configuration of our muscles and joints; to the abstract--the difficulty that we experience in combining simple movements into complex rhythms. We seek to illustrate that the various constraints on coordination are complementary and inclusive, and the means by which their expression and interaction are mediated systematically by the integrative action of the central nervous system (CNS). Beyond identifying the general principles at the behavioural level that govern the mutual interplay of constraints, we attempt to demonstrate that these principles have as their foundation specific functional properties of the cortical motor systems. We propose that regions of the brain upstream of the motor cortex may play a significant role in mediating interactions between the functional representations of muscles engaged in sensorimotor coordination tasks. We also argue that activity in these "supramotor" regions may mediate the stabilising role of augmented sensory feedback.